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 The Hook: This opening beat shows your protagonist experiencing an

everyday conflict that highlights some flaw in their world or within

themselves. 

 The Inciting Incident: This early event changes everything for your

protagonist, providing them with an opportunity (or forcing them to)

address the external or internal flaw the hook identified.

 The First Plot Point: It’s during this event that your protagonist’s

journey truly gets underway. Whether by choice or circumstance,

they’re now chasing their goal in earnest. (Note: Sometimes, the

Inciting Incident and the First Plot Point are the same event.)
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 The Midpoint: Roughly halfway through your story, a momentous

event changes your character’s perspective on their journey, often

reinforcing their commitment to their goal, highlighting what’s at stake

should the antagonist succeed, and/or opening their eyes to the

consequences of their own fears, flaws, or false beliefs.

 

  The Climactic Sequence: This intense conflict serves as the finale of

your story, in which your protagonist achieves their goal and/or

overcomes the antagonist.

 The Resolution: This scene or short series of events concludes

your protagonist's journey, addressing the consequences of their

experiences and establishing their new normal.
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Story
Structure

Story structure is not a

story in and of itself. It's

simply a blueprint,

mapping out the major

beats — a.k.a moments of

conflict — that give a

story shape and a sense

of pacing, while still

maintaining the flexibility

needed to produce

unique storytelling.

 It's the understanding of

story structure — and

writing with structure in

mind — that will make all the

difference. Some writers

even re-map their books

according to a specific

structure during revisions

rather than plotting before

the first draft.
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Engage 
your
Reader

Introduce the

protagonist.

Establish the

protagonist's everyday

life.

Show the protagonist

dealing with an

everyday conflict.

The Hook is the very first

scene or sequence in your

novel, and its purpose is

just that: to hook readers

into your story so they'll

continue reading past

chapter one. To be

effective, a hook must do

three things:

 

1.

2.

3.

 you're still young!
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